Abstract.
Introduction
An .En-semigroup is a semigroup a = {a, : t > 0} of normal *-endomorphisms of the von Neumann algebra 38(H) of all bounded operators on a Hubert space H, which satisfies at(l) = 1 for every t and is weak*-continuous in the natural sense (i.e., co{at{A)) should be continuous in / for fixed A e 88(H) and oe e 38(H)t). A basic result in the theory of En-semigroups asserts that every En-semigroup a can be extended to a one-parameter automorphism group of a larger type E» factor, in that there is a Hubert space K (separable if H is separable) and a one-parameter group à -{à, : t e R} of -automorphisms of 38(K ® H) such that (1.1) lK®a,{A) = à,{lK®A), for every t > 0, A e 38(H). This result was asserted by Powers and Robinson [4] , but there is a gap in their argument. Subsequently, the result was established in [2, Corollary 5 .21] as a consequence of an analysis of the state space of certain C*-algebras. Unfortunately, that proof is very indirect, and a number of individuals have expressed interest in having a proof that is based on more conventional technology. The purpose of this note is to give a proof of the following result, which is based on a minor variation of the F. and M. Riesz theorem for C*-dynamical systems [1, Theorem 5.3].
Theorem A. Let a = {a, : i > 0} be a weak*-continuous semigroup of normal *-endomorphisms of a von Neumann algebra M having separable predual, which satisfies a,(I) = 1 for every t > 0. Then there is a nondegenerate normal representation n of M on a separable Hubert space K and a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group acting on K such that n o a,(x) = Utn(x)U*,
for every x e M, t > 0.
We remark that the conclusion remains true if one drops the separability hypotheson M*, except that of course K need no longer be separable. Theorem A implies the result discussed above in the case where M is a type E» factor 38(H), since in that case n must be a multiple of the identity representation of 38(H), n(A) = lK®A, Ae 38(H).
Extending semigroups to groups
Let a = {at : t > 0} be a semigroup of isometric *-endomorphisms of a C*-algebra A . An extension of a is a triple (B, ß, 6) consisting of a C*-algebra B, a one-parameter group ß -{ß, : t e R} acting on B as ^-automorphisms, and a faithful *-homomorphism 8 : A -> B, which is equivariant in the sense that /3;o0 = 0oQ;, / > 0.
The extension (B, ß , 8) is said to be minimal if (jieR ßt(n(A)) is norm-dense in B.
Remarks. It is obvious that we can modify any extension (B, ß, 6) so as to obtain a smaller extension that is minimal. Moreover, there is a natural notion of (equivariant) isomorphism of extensions of a given (A, a), and any two minimal extensions of (A, a) are isomorphic in this natural sense. Note too that we have made no assertions about continuity of a or ß in the time parameter t. Indeed, for the application we require, the C*-algebraic continuity condition limHa^fl) -all = 0 /-►o fails for most a e A . Nevertheless, if (A, a) is continuous in the sense that the above norm limit is 0 for every a e A , then every minimal extension of (A, a) is easily seen to be a C*-dynamical system.
There is a construction of extensions of semigroups (A, a) that is similar to more familiar constructions for, say, semigroups of isometries acting on Hubert spaces. Since we do not know a reference for the result we need, we sketch the argument for completeness. Proposition 2.1. Every semigroup (A, a) of isometric *-endomorphisms has a minimal extension (B, ß, 8). Proof. Consider the C*-algebra C of all bounded /1-valued functions E : R -> A relative to the sup norm ||E|| = sup||E(x)||.
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The set J of all functions F eC satisfying the condition lim ||E(x)|| = 0 x->oo is a closed ideal in C , and we may consider the quotient C* -algebra B -C/J . Let E h-> F be the natural projection of C onto B .
The real line acts naturally on C by translations and J is translationinvariant; thus we can define a one-parameter group ß = {ßt : t e R} of automorphisms of B by ßt(F) -Ft, where Ft(x) = E(x + t) for x, t e R. This filtration of B into von Neumann algebras makes it possible to speak of locally normal states of B and locally normal mappings of B into itself. For example, a bounded linear functional p e B* is called locally normal if the restriction of p to M, is normal for every t e R. The locally normal elements of B* are a norm-closed linear subspace of B*. Similarly, because every at is a normal endomorphism of M it follows that for every t e R, ßt is a locally normal *-automorphism of B in the sense that ßt restricts to a normal *-homomorphism of Ms into Mt+S for every 5 g R.
We will show that there is a locally normal state a> on B such that 3.1.a. (o\m0 is a faithful state of Mo, and 3.1.b. The representation n : B -► 38 (Hw) obtained from to via the GNS construction is covariant in the sense that there is a strongly continuous oneparameter unitary group acting on Hw which satisfies n(ßt(x)) = U,n(x)U; , for every x e B, t G R.
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Notice that the representation no : M -> 38 {Hw) given by no = n o 8 is normal because oe o 8 is a normal state of M, it is nondegenerate, and it is faithful because of 3.1.a. The separability of Hw follows from the fact that if C is a countable set that is strongly dense in the unit ball of M then oo \Jn(ß-no8(C))t:w, n=X £<« denoting the canonical cyclic vector associated with n , is a countable spanning set in Ha,. Thus Theorem A follows from the existence of such a state.
In order to exhibit such a locally normal state, we claim first that every normal state of M0 can be extended to a locally normal state of B . To see that, choose any normal state po of Mq = 8(M). By an obvious induction we can find, for every n > 1, a normal state pn of M_" such that pn Í Af_"+i = p"-X for every n -1,2,...
(note that here we use normality of the inclusion of M_"+i in M-"). Because the family of linear functional {p"} is coherent, we can define a linear functional p^ on B0 by Poo(x) = Hm pn(x), n->oc for x G Mo U AE_i U M_2 U • • • = Bq, and it is obvious that p^ extends by continuity to a (necessarily locally normal) state of B .
In particular, if we start with a faithful locally normal state of M, as we may because M has separable predual, then we may conclude that there is a locally normal state of B that restricts to a faithful state of M0 .
Next, we observe that if oj is any locally normal state of B and x is any element of B, then the function /(/) = ai(ßt(x)) is a continuous function of t e R. It is clearly enough to check this assertion for elements x in the dense subalgebra Bo , so fix such an x and suppose that x belongs to Mx. Fix to G R. To show that / is continuous at to we first choose T > 0 large enough that T + to > 0. Because Mx = ßx ° 8(M), we may find an element a e M such that x = ßx o 8(a) and hence for \h\ < T + to we have ßt0+h(x) = ßx-T ° ßt0+T+h ° 0(a) = ßx-T ° 0(a/o+r+A(a)) -0A_r(aio+T-+A(a)).
Hence f(t0 + h) = to(dÀ"T(a,0+T+h(a)) must tend to /(in) as h -> 0 because a,0+7-+A(a) tends a-weakly to a,0+r(a) and coo ö^r is a normal linear functional on M by local normality of to. Now by the preceding paragraphs, we may find a locally normal state ojq of B that restricts to a faithful state of 8(M). Let 0 be any positive function in E'(R) whose Fourier transform has compact support, and is normalized so that / <t>(t)dt= 1
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We claim that to is a locally normal state of B whose restriction to 8{M) is faithful, and which has compact spectrum in the sense that if / G E'(R) is any function whose Fourier transform vanishes on the compact support of c\ then /+00 f(t)to(ßt(z))dt = 0 Since <j> is everywhere positive and the integrand is nonnegative and continuous in t, it follows that a)o(ß,(8(a*a))) vanishes for all real /. Hence it vanishes in particular for / = 0, which implies that a -0 because too o 6 is faithful on M. We may conclude that to has property 3.1.a. Finally, property 3.2 follows from the fact that if / is any integrable function on R whose Fourier transform vanishes on the support of qb, then (/* </>)~ = f4> = 0, hence / * </> = 0. Thus for every z e B we have the desired relation
The preceding discussion implies that the spectrum of the state to relative to the one-parameter automorphism group ß is compact. In particular, there is a k e R for which the spectrum of to is contained in the half-line [k, +00). At this point, we are in a setting very close to that of the F. and M. Riesz theorem for C*-dynamical systems [1, Theorem 5.3], whose conclusion is precisely the relation 3.1.b that we seek. However, there are two ways in which our setting fails to meet exactly the hypotheses of that theorem.
First, Theorem 5.3 of [1] requires that A be 0 or at least nonnegative, whereas since to is a state its spectrum is symmetric about the origin in R, and hence the k that we have is surely negative. Second, {B, R, ß) is not a C*-dynamical system but rather a locally normal automoprhism group acting on a C*-algebraic inductive limit of von Neumann algebras. The fact that k is negative poses no difficulty; indeed the proof of [1, Theorem 5.3] carries over intact to the case where the spectrum of to is contained in any proper half-line of the form [k, +00). The fact that (B, R, ß) is not a C*-dynamical system poses no difficulties either, since the essential thing here is that the group ß = {ßt} should be integrable in the sense that for every x e B and every / G E'(R), there should exist an element y e B such that /+00 f(t)p(ßt(x))dt is easily established in the present context using familiar techniques (cf. [1] for example). D
